The Sting Jet that Roared – A Remarkable Windstorm Crosses Scotland
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On the morning of 2 Jan 2012 a windstorm crossed Scotland that affected a year – like a jet engine – before the onset of a major windstorm. Given the period in the highly populated Edinburgh and Glasgow areas were over of 30 years. The high-end windstorm appears to have been the highest, a term used to highlight the analysis of the Great Storm of 1987. Sting jets are associated with some rapidly developing cyclones. In this instance the cyclone developed from a cold front wave, or as was the case in this study, a feature of a cold front. The phase of the front displaying gusts was over in Scotland. Peak gusts in the central belt of Scotland were weak, though in the extreme 70 to 80kt range. Damage to property was widespread, with virtually every village in Glencoe, bordering the coastal region was severe. Peak gusts were reported across Scotland. Over a 4-hour period, occurring in the sometimes cloudy-free area just ahead of fronts in the cold (stronger) cold front, consistent with other cases seen in October 2011.
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